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T
he establishment of porcelain manufacture in Russia is thought to
have been a personal whim of Empress Elizabeth Petrovna. (Fig. 1)
In the XVIII century manufactories were owned by royal house-
holds that pursued unorthodoxy and splendour; therefore the Em-

press, was determined to have one by any means possible. The first items
from the Saint Petersburg Porcelain Manufactory were rather small in size
and made for the entertainment of Her Majesty Elizabeth Petrovna. During
her rule the porcelain never left the palaces and was valued not so much for
its practical use but for its rarity, inaccessibility and the mystery of its cre-
ation.

Whilst the first attempts to start a porcelain business in Russia were
made by Peter I, it was his daughter Elizabeth who succeeded in establishing
one. (Fig. 2).  Owing to her irrepressible energy, ambition and the desire for
a beautiful life, Elizabeth Petrovna generously sponsored the development of
a state-owned manufactory, which began functioning in Saint Petersburg in
1744. 

The appearance of Russian porcelain should be attributed to the Russian
scientist and founder of Russian porcelain, Dmitriy Ivanovich Vinogradov
(circa 1720–1758) and the early period of the Saint Petersburg manufacture
was named Vinogradovskiy after him. At first there were certain difficulties
with the technical processes, as the manufactory had not developed enough
and lacked highly qualified professionals. Due to this, it was not always pos-
sible to create Russian porcelain ‘the Meissen way.’ However, the fact that
replicas of Saxon pieces were produced proves that porcelain techniques

were adopted quickly by the craftsmen from the Saint Petersburg factory.
‘At the time the development of a new form was perceived not as an act of cre-
ation, but as a witty creative invention, which would sometimes take a popular mo-
tive or plot and develop and transpose it in a completely unexpected way.’ 1

The earliest Russian porcelain works were marked with D.I. Vinogradov’s
individual stamp which was usually placed near the date of production. A
double-headed eagle under a crown served as the mark of Vinogradovskiy
porcelain. The Russian coat of arms was pressed into the porcelain and
painted with black overglaze, dark blue underglaze cobalt, overglaze purple
or gold in a leaf corona (Fig. 3). Pieces of Russian Imperial porcelain of the
1750s – 1760s have special impressed signs: a circle with an adjacent arrow
(the so-called signs of Mercury; symbol of iron), a circle with a dot in the
centre (symbol of gold), a circle with a dot in the centre and an adjacent
arrow (symbol of brass) and a circle (symbol of alum). These signs were sup-
posedly key codes specifying the porcelain formulae of  D.I. Vinogradov, which
the master was strictly instructed to keep secret. The stamps, marks and
signs of the Vinogradovskiy porcelain were not always placed on the bottom
of the pieces, as practiced in the following years. Monteiths, for example, have
these signs on the outer side of the body under the handles (Fig. 4). This nov-
elty may be explained by the cautionary measures not to damage the bases
of the objects, especially the flat ones, or the marks during poorly organized
firing.

The Largest Kiln for porcelain firing, constructed by Vinogradov in 1756,
was the impetus for the development of porcelain production. This made it
possible to create, what were at that time considered large decorative and
sculptural works. After Vinogradov’s death, a German craftsman called Miller,
who had previously worked at the Meissen manufactory, created decorative
vases for palace interiors. The objectives of the Nevskaya porcelain manu-
factory were firmly stated by Elizabeth – to serve the private life of the Em-
press in her everyday life and for representative purposes.  

Elizabeth embodied Peter the Great’s fame and was the true heiress of
her father’s heritage. For many, the fact that Peter’s daughter was on the
throne was a symbol of Russia’s successes during her father’s time and she
adhered to the policy determined by her father, both at home and in foreign
politics. According to her contemporaries’ opinions, she was an amazingly
beautiful woman. The Empress loved social life with all its festivities and en-
tertainment and, from her appearance to everything else she had the rare

Figure 1. (opposite) 
V. Eriksen. Empress Elizabeth of Russia, c. 1750
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Figure 3. 
Early marks on Russian Imperial Porcelain

Figure 2. 
B B Patersen Imperial Porcelain Factory St. Petersburg 1793
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Figure 4
Bowl Russian Imperial Porcelain c 1750 and detail of handle

Holidays always ended with a banquet. The vast court
property, was maintained by special services and the court
office and its affiliate, the Hofmarshall corps, were in
charge of keeping and maintaining the Royal residences
and organizing feasts. The Department of Ceremonial Af-
fairs scheduled detailed programmes of feasts, identifying
the order of tables in the halls of the Winter Palace and
other Royal residences, with the names of guests and
dishes served. The headwaiters, butlers and cooks were
responsible for the tables.

Elizabeth’s rule at the Russian court was noted for its
luxurious table dressings, by Francesco Bartolomeo Ras-
trelli, who created the most elegant decorations.  Rastrelli,
an architect, was able to realise many of his creative ideas
and aims and the decoration of the wedding table for
Petr Fyodorovich and Ekaterina Alekseevna was one of his
most impressive commissions. (Fig. 5)

One of his contemporaries wrote, ‘in the centre of the
table there was a ledge covered with grass. 50 pyramids with
Italian flowers in pots decorated with aureate carving with fes-

toons made of the same flowers were placed on the grass. Between them, two in
a row, were little crystal bowls with burning candles of the purest white wax. In
the corners of the second table there were 8 fountains in the shape of mushrooms,
three feet in diameter. There were marble statues on the sides of each fountain.
Pyramids of burning candles, eight thousand in all, adorned the arch. These candles
combined with the music, which never stopped playing and the noise of water from
the fountains were a magnificent sight.’3

The endless imagination of Rastrelli gave birth to a great number of dec-
orations.  Unfortunately, many of these images have not survived to this day,
but plenty of sketches do. Tables of various shapes were constructed, e.g.
double-headed eagles, harps, etc., their shapes and themes enhancing the fes-
tive feeling. 

The tables at the Winter Palace and in Tsarskoye Selo, were constructed
taking into account the public nature of XVIII century banquets with spec-
tators on the balconies and galleries. Usually, Elizabeth examined the table
decorations after morning mass whilst being accompanied by the diplomatic
corps and grandees who went with her to her private quarters for a daytime
repast. Elizabeth ordered descriptions of Versailles court banquets from Paris

gift of never being boring. She almost never wore the same dress twice, and
was always looking for new clothes, jewellery and fashionable novelties for
different festivities. 

In the middle of the XVIII century there were 66 court holidays, holy
days and festivals in the Russian court almanac. As some of them appeared
on the same days, there were 59 holidays per year in total. Celebrations such
as birthdays, weddings, victories, royal visits and in particular, famous guests
were marked with great pomp. Court holidays lasted for several weeks and
included a series of balls, fireworks, concerts and dinners. The Empress
adored music and theatre and furthermore, to the horror of her escort, she
could spend 10-12 hours at the opera and sometimes organized concerts
for her citizens. The only ones not allowed to attend were drunken people,
prostitutes and lackeys. Thus the court life of Elizabeth Petrovna was ruled
by a succession of grand and small receptions, audiences, balls and masquer-
ades. According to her contemporaries, the whole week was divided into
different types of entertainment – a ball at the palace for the city on Sunday,
a party at the Grand Duke’s on Monday, a concert on Wednesday, a trip to
the Hermitage on Thursday and again a ball with fireworks on Saturday.2
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and she liked decorations devoted to different themes, from triumphal alle-
gories to hunting scenes and church decorations, to be arranged.

The Empress also enjoyed giving dinners at her favourite Saar Grange –
the Hermitage pavilion in Tsarskoye Selo. (Fig. 6). In the central hall there
were five dining tables equipped with lifting mechanisms. The largest table
was designed for 18 people, and the smallest triangular table was for 3 peo-
ple.  These mechanisms were designed in such a way that it was possible not
only to lift the central part of the table with food and the plates with the or-
dered dishes, but also, when needed, the tables were lowered and the parquet
blocks were moved together, thus allowing the dining hall to be turned into
a hall for dancing. 

During Elizabeth Petrovna’s reign, table decorations developed into an
independent art form. The Empress often spent time with her ladies in wait-

ing and knights at ‘fruhstucks’ (breakfasts), ‘ordinary’ (everyday) dinners and
evening meals. The tables were richly decorated regardless of whether it was
just a family gathering or whether there were guests. Usually there were 17
to 30 pieces of cutlery per person on the table with the meals finishing ‘at
one after midnight.’4

Large banqueting tables were laid in accordance with the change of dishes
and, porcelain banqueting services, were fashioned in the form of silver
shapes. These included dinner and dessert pieces depending on the change
of dishes and wine. In the second half of the XVIII century even the richest
Russians could barely afford extensive porcelain services and even the richest
man, Sheremetyev, had a gold set. Nevertheless, single porcelain pieces and
table services had been used at the Russian court since the time of Peter I,
being mostly diplomatic gifts from Saxon electors and other European rulers.
The first Russian-made service was a private dining and dessert service for
the personal use of Elizabeth Petrovna. Elizabeth’s personal table, which al-
ways stood in the centre of the hall, was laid with pieces from this service.
(Fig. 7) It was called the private or lattice service. The number and variety of
its pieces adhered to European rules and standards and comprised
400 pieces for 60 people. It was decorated with an embossed net of forget-
me-nots and pierced with gold and purple rampant garlands of bright flowers.
The decoration of each piece is unique as each figural component was hand-
made under the personal guidance of Vinogradov. Bouquets of flowers, gar-
lands and separate flowers are typical of the Vinogradovskiy style. ‘Bright
German Flowers’ (Bunten Deutschen Blumen) by the Meissen Manufactory were
prototypes for the polychrome pictures. ‘However, even when copied, Russian

Figure 6.
Saar Grange pavilion (The Hermitage pavilion) in Tsarskoe Celo. Engraving.

Figure 5.
Rastrelli table decoration for Petyr Fyodorovich and Ekaterina Alekseevna.
Engraving.
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porcelain has always had peculiar national patterns which are characteristic of only
Russian artistic porcelain.’ i

The Personal Tea Service of Empress Elizabeth Petrovna is also notable
for the splendour of its decoration. (Fig. 8) The top of the lid is in the form
of a rosebud, echoed by a handle representing a green stem with leaves. The
outer surfaces of the pieces are decorated with picturesque ‘garlands’ of for-
get-me-nots and roses against a gilded background. The Hermitage collection
has other pieces from the dessert part of the ‘Personal’ service:  a teapot with
a lid, a plate and a cache-pot.  The images of birds on the medallions were
copied from engravings by F. Martine 5 and pictures with Chinese scenes were
very popular.  Among the earliest works of the factory were pear-shaped
cups, decorated after similar paintings on Meissen porcelain in the Chinois-
erie style. (Fig. 9)  At the end of the 1750s – beginning of the 1760s the man-
ufactory produced several series of items with different types of Chinoiserie
style paintings with the conventional images of exotic Chinese figures against
the background of semi-fantastic landscapes. 

At the court of Elizabeth Petrovna, the dessert table was especially ex-
quisite. It had compositions with many figures, bushes of living plants, temples
made of sugar and other similar wonders of ‘culinary sculpture’. A formal-
dress dinner in 1755 became one of the most unusual examples of XVIII-
century court display. A contemporary wrote: ‘Instead of waiting for the usual
dessert at the end of the meal, all the notable guests left the table and headed for
a cavern next to the hall. An excellently decorated dessert was placed on a table
in the middle of the cavern. It was a large mountain composed of different stones
and minerals and on the top of this tower was a mine, beautifully constructed and
decorated with allegorical statues. Figures of people were seen performing the
usual mining operations. On the other side was a large river flowing into a coastal
harbour in which several vessels, with all the rigging as well as a few boats were
setting off for seal and whale hunting. There was a splendid bridge across the river
leading to a mountain castle…’ 6.

Ceremonial meals held in magnificent interiors, which doubled the effect,
could last for up to seven hours. The suppers were always accompanied by
an orchestra and singers. A contemporary wrote: ‘At 11 the oberhofmeister
announced that supper was ready. The guests went to the big, richly decorated
hall. In the centre stood a table for 400 people <…> There was food from all Eu-
ropean countries possible <…> toasts were given constantly: ‘Best health’, ‘To the
Empire’s Prosperity’, with fireworks after every toast.’7 (Fig. 10) Fireworks and il-
luminations  were an indispensable final part of all the festivities. 

The most notable products from the Imperial Porcelain Manufactory
were snuffboxes (Fig. 11) and contemporaries even called the first decade of
the porcelain enterprise ‘the snuffbox period’. It resulted from the fashion for
snuff that flourished during the rule of Elizabeth. The Empress loved tobacco
grown in Tsarskoye Selo and always took a pinch of snuff with her left hand
whilst the right hand was reserved for kisses. There were a great number of
snuffboxes in her study so she could take snuff at any time she wished. Ad-

Figure 7. 
The personal service of Empress Elizabeth. Porcelain, overglaze painting, gilding, c.1750

Figure 8.
Detail of rosebud. The personal service of Empress Elizabeth. Porcelain, overglaze
painting, gilding

ditionally, she had small neat porcelain snuffboxes with gems that were
portable. Snuffboxes, along with other bibelots, became not only elegant ac-
cessories for clothes, but also part of a high-society game. ‘Almost the whole
range of plots and decorative motives seen in the paintings on Russian porcelain
in the second half of the XVIII century is concentrated ii on these luxury goods.’

The role of snuffboxes at the Russian court ranged from courtly ‘mail
coaches for letters of love’ to a sign of membership in a secret order. One of
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Elizabeth Petrovna’s contemporaries wrote the following about porcelain
snuffboxes at court: “Their function consists of being a sort of love mail:  serving
as a secret mail coach, in which Lothario sends his letters, love nonsense and ro-
mantic fantasies, as snuffboxes of many women and maids have become nothing
more than mail coaches for letters of love.” 8

A large number of snuffbox painting themes resemble the theatrical or-
nament compositions by J.-A. Watteau.  These snuffboxes, as most were, are
gilded on the inside. The embossed golden casing is also worth mentioning.
In the XVIII century ‘some snuffboxes were even specially selected to match rings,
so that the jewels and diamonds could shine in harmony.’ iii The majority of snuff-
boxes from the Saint Petersburg porcelain manufactory were mounted at
the Mint under the supervision of Ivan Andreevich Shlatter, the presiding
judge of the finance office.

Envelope snuffboxes enjoyed the greatest popularity. They were produced
in 2 sizes – large and small. (Fig. 12 ) Those decorated with inscriptions cost
9 rubles 30 kopeks, those decorated with painting cost 22 rubles. These snuff-

boxes were offered for sale, in an advertisement in the Sankt Peterburgskie
Vedomosti newspaper. It said: ‘Burgmeister Vinogradov invites all noble and court
people of both sexes who wish to possess envelope-shaped porcelain snuffboxes
with inscriptions to kindly send their orders specifying their wishes regarding in-
scriptions and preferred language.’ 9 Despite the fact that envelope snuffboxes
enjoyed the greatest success and became the first products for sale, today
these works are enormously rare – there are no more than ten of them left
in Russian museums.

An envelope-shaped snuffbox resembles a sealed envelope with an imi-
tation stamp and emblem or coat of arms with a commemorative inscription
in the front. The inscriptions looked like personal messages with even a copy
of the presenter’s handwriting. To achieve this, the Priporoshka technique was
adopted from icon painters. The client’s note was impressed along the lines
of the letters and covered with powder and afterwards, it was rewritten over
the lines of the letters. Flamboyant painting was performed by the students,
appointed to the factory, from the engraving chamber of the Russian Acad-
emy of Sciences.

The lids of porcelain ‘letters’ bore the names and addresses of different
contemporaries ‘from the most diverse social classes, beginning with the Empress

Figure 9.
Cup and plate in chinoiserie style. Imperial Porcelain Factory, c 1750



Figure 11. (below)
Snuff box The Pugs. Porcelain, overglaze painting, gilding, c. 1750

Figure 12. (opposite)
Snuff box with inscription to Madame la Comtesse de Varanzoff. Porcelain, overglaze
painting, gilding, c. 1750 
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Figure 10.
Fireworks at the Court of Elizabeth. Engravingx

herself and finishing with a cabinet messenger.’ iv The envelope-shaped snuffbox
addressed to the founder of the first porcelain manufactory, Empress Eliza-
beth Petrovna, is of special value. In the XVIII century snuffboxes were con-
sidered to be a generous gift of gratitude. The Empress granted these boxes
to foreign guests and her attendants: “ …to Razumovskiy, Shuvalov and others;
in 1753 baron Cherkasov sent snuffboxes produced in Petersburg to England as a
gift for Lord Gindfort and Nitleton; in 1757 Count Shuvalov sent a snuffbox to
France for the spouse of a diploma a”. v

Apart from snuffboxes the Saint Petersburg state property inventory de-
scription included ‘smaller scale’ porcelain: bowls, waistcoat and jupe buttons,
smoking pipes, cane handgrips, small sword grips, bells, etc. Among the first
products of the Nevskaya porcelain manufactory were Easter eggs with ver-
tical holes to hang on a band. (Pic 13) As Vinogradov wrote in his scientific
records, ‘The eggs were created and formed.’ vi The egg in the Hermitage col-
lection is one of the first samples of this production, to be made by Russian
craftsmen. At present there are only three Easter eggs known – one belongs
to the State Russian Museum collection, the second one is in the Whitback
private collection and the third one is in the Hermitage.

Interest in exoticism, common in the XVIII century, was reflected in two
sculptural series created at the Imperial porcelain factory: Negroes and Chi-
nese. The Negroes series is also called Inhabitants of Tropical Countries and
apparently there were little more than ten figures in Elizabeth Petrovna’s col-
lection. In the mid-18th century black figures were manufactured at the Eu-
ropean porcelain factories: in Meissen, Kloster-Feilsdorf, Limbach, and others.
The cultural background for the production of these sculptures was the fash-
ion for black children who worked as servants in many European countries.

In Russia, black servants appeared at the Imperial Court during the reign of
Peter I.vii

The ‘Chinese’ series, also known as ‘People’s figures in Oriental clothes’ con-
sisted of over ten figures (Fig. 14). Long costumes, imitated those of the Chi-
nese, and long fake moustaches on the ‘Chinese women’ refer to the
magnificent masked balls at the court of Elizabeth Petrovna. One of the cu-
riosities of this series is the figure of a woman with a moustache, possibly
showing a masked ball disguise. It is worth remembering that the long-legged,
beautiful Elizabeth Petrovna loved changing into male costumes for recep-
tions and fancy-balls.

Elizabeth personified the magnificent beauty of mid-18th century style.
Indeed, she herself was the main player in this ‘huge decorative theatre’ of the
palace, with her courtiers as supporting actors in a golden glow. The table
regulations, etiquette and eternal feasts were brought to life by the Italian
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painter, Giuseppe Valeriani, who devoted all of his extraordinary talent to or-
ganizing the fairy tail life of Elizabeth. Thus, the palace was a precious setting
for the beautiful Empress who, according to historian V.O. Klyuchevskiy, lived
‘without taking her eyes off herself.’ 10

For Elizabeth, life in all its aspects was true art. The beauty and splendour
of her times were honoured, not only by the magnificent series of palaces
and gardens of Saint Petersburg and its environs; but also by the works of
decorative and applied arts, including the Russian porcelain, produced with
love for the beautiful, merry and glorious Elizabeth. 
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Figure 14.
Figures from the series People in Oriental clothes. Porcelain, overglaze painting, gilding,
c. 1750

Figure 13.
Easter egg. Porcelain, overglaze painting, c. 1750


